Probability Redistribution using Time Hopping for Reinforcement Learning
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Abstract—A method for using the Time Hopping technique as a tool for probability redistribution is proposed. Applied to reinforcement learning in a simulation, it is able to re-shape the state probability distribution of the underlying Markov decision process as desired. This is achieved by modifying the target selection strategy of Time Hopping appropriately. Experiments with a robot maze reinforcement learning problem show that the method improves the exploration efficiency by re-shaping the state probability distribution to an almost uniform distribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms [21] address the problem of learning to select optimal actions when limited feedback (usually in the form of a scalar reinforcement function) from the environment is available. Many different action selection methods exist for Reinforcement Learning [8], and a variety of successful practical applications have been reported [9]. One main reason for the popularity of RL is that it is very similar to the natural way of learning to perceive and act by trial and error [25].

General RL algorithms like Q-learning [24], SARSA and TD(λ) [20] have been proved to converge to the globally optimal solution (under certain assumptions) [1][24]. They are very flexible, in the sense that they do not require a model of the environment and have been shown to be effective in solving a variety of RL tasks. This flexibility, however, comes at a certain cost: these RL algorithms require extremely long training to cope with large state space problems [23]. Even for a relatively simple control task such as the cart-pole balancing problem on a limited-length track, tens of thousands of steps are necessary [17][4].

Many different approaches have been proposed for speeding up the RL process. One possible technique is to use function approximation [19], in order to reduce the effect of the “curse of dimensionality”. Unfortunately, using function approximation creates instability problems when used with off-policy learning [3].

Significant speed-up can be achieved when a demonstration of the goal task is available [15][5], as in Apprenticeship Learning [14]. Although there is a risk of running dangerous exploration policies in the real world [2], successful implementation of apprenticeship learning for aerobatic helicopter flight exists [11].

A state-of-the-art RL algorithm for efficient state space exploration is E3 [10]. It uses active exploration policy to visit states whose transition dynamics are still inaccurately modeled. Because of this, running E3 directly in the real world might lead to a dangerous exploration behavior.

Instead of using value-iteration-based RL algorithms, some researchers have focused on completely different algorithms, the so-called policy search RL algorithms [16]. Examples include the Natural Actor-Critic architecture [17], as well as the Policy Gradient RL algorithm [18], which has been applied successfully to robot control [11]. An alternative way to represent states and actions also exists, known as Relational Reinforcement Learning [22], which generalizes RL by relationally representing states and actions.

Instead of executing RL algorithms in the real world, simulations are commonly used. This approach has two main advantages: speed and safety. Depending on its complexity, a simulation can run many times faster than a real-world experiment. Also, the time needed to set up and maintain a simulation experiment is often less compared to a real-world experiment. The second advantage, safety, is also very important, especially if the RL agent is a very expensive equipment (e.g. a fragile robot), or a dangerous one (e.g. a chemical plant).

Whether the full potential of computer simulations has been utilized for RL, however, is an open question. A new trend in RL suggests that this might not be the case. For example, two techniques have been proposed recently to better utilize the potential of computer simulations for RL: Time Manipulation [12] and Time Hopping [13]. They share the concept of using the simulation time as a tool for speeding up the learning process.

The first technique, called Time Manipulation, suggests that doing backward time manipulations inside a simulation can significantly speed up the learning process and improve the state space exploration. Applied to failure-avoidance RL problems, such as the cart-pole balancing problem, Time Manipulation has been shown to increase the speed of convergence by 260% [12].
The second technique, called Time Hopping, can be applied successfully to continuous optimization problems. Unlike the Time Manipulation technique, which can only perform backward time manipulations, the Time Hopping technique can make arbitrary “hops” between states and traverse rapidly throughout the entire state space. It has been shown to accelerate the learning process more than 7 times on some problems \cite{13}. Time Hopping possesses mechanisms to trigger time manipulation events, to make prediction about possible future rewards, and to select promising time hopping targets.

This paper focuses on the second technique: Time Hopping. The original concept of Time Hopping is to use the simulation time as a tool for speeding up the learning process. This paper proposes a new concept: of using Time Hopping as a tool for probability redistribution, i.e. re-shaping the state probability distribution as desired. It can be achieved by changing the Time Hopping target selection strategy appropriately, as explained in Section II.

In order to evaluate the proposed approach, experiments with a robot maze RL problem are conducted. The task is for the robot to find the shortest path from the start to the goal inside the maze without hitting the walls. The experiments show that probability redistribution allows for more efficient learning by doing more purposeful exploration during the training.

The following Section II makes a brief overview of the Time Hopping technique and outlines the way it can be used for probability redistribution. Section III proposes a concrete method to implement probability redistribution by modifying a component of the Time Hopping technique. Section IV presents the results from experimental evaluation of the proposed probability redistribution method on a robot maze RL problem.

II. PROBABILITY REDISTRIBUTION USING TIME HOPPING

A. Overview of Time Hopping

Time Hopping is an algorithmic technique which allows maintaining higher learning rate in a simulation environment by hopping to appropriately selected states \cite{13}. For example, let us consider a formal definition of a RL problem, given by the Markov Decision Process (MDP) on Fig. 1. Each state transition has a probability associated with it. State 1 represents situations of the environment that are very common and learned quickly. The frequency with which state 1 is being visited is the highest of all. As the state number increases, the probability of being in the corresponding state becomes lower. State 4 represents the rarest situations and therefore the most unlikely to be well explored and learned.

When applied to such a MDP, Time Hopping creates “shortcuts in time” by making hops (direct state transitions) between very distant states inside the MDP. Hopping to low-probability states makes them easier to be learned, while at the same time it helps to avoid unnecessary repetition of already well-explored states \cite{13}. The process is completely transparent for the underlying RL algorithm.

![Fig. 1. An example of a MDP with uneven state probability distribution. Time Hopping can create “shortcuts in time” (shown with dashed lines) between otherwise distant states, i.e. states connected by a very low-probability path. This allows even the lowest probability state 4 to be learned easily.](image)

B. Probability Redistribution using Time Hopping

The proposed method for using the Time Hopping technique for probability redistribution is to provide “shortcuts in time” to such low-probability states, making them easier to learn, while at the same time avoiding unnecessary repetition of already well-explored states. This is done by externally manipulating the computer simulation in a way which is completely transparent for the RL algorithm, as demonstrated in Section III.

The “shortcuts in time” are created by direct hops between distant states of the MDP. Depending on how it is used, Time Hopping can change the state probability distribution to, for example, an almost uniform distribution. In this way all the states can be visited (and therefore, learned) almost equally well. Fig. 2 shows what would be the effect of Time Hopping when applied to the same MDP from Fig. 1.

![Fig. 2. Time Hopping can change the state probability distribution to an almost uniform distribution. The 4 states shown correspond to the same 4 states from Fig. 1.](image)

The remaining question is how to efficiently implement probability redistribution using Time Hopping for RL problems. Section III offers a possible answer to this question.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROBABILITY REDISTRIBUTION

This section proposes a concrete method to implement probability redistribution by modifying a component of the Time Hopping technique.
A. Components of Time Hopping

When applied to a conventional RL algorithm, the Time Hopping technique consists of 3 components:

1) Hopping trigger – decides when the hopping starts;
2) Target selection – decides where does it hop to;
3) Hopping – performs the actual hopping.

The flowchart on Fig. 3 shows how these 3 components of Time Hopping are connected and how they interact with the RL algorithm.

When the Time Hopping trigger is activated, a target state and time are selected by the target selection component. After that, hopping can be performed. It includes setting the RL agent and the simulation environment to the proper state, while at the same time preserving all the acquired knowledge by the agent.

The proposed implementation of probability redistribution is based on modifying the target selection component of Time Hopping. Many relevant properties of the already explored states can be considered, such as probability, visit frequency, level of exploration, connectivity to other states (number of state transitions), etc. In this particular implementation, we use the visit frequency of states to implement a “Least explored first” target selection policy. By maintaining the number of times each explored state was visited, it is easy to keep all states sorted by it and select hopping targets among states with low visit frequency. This way the exploration can be purposefully redirected to less explored areas of the state space which, in effect, equalizes the state probability distribution. Table I lists the proposed implementation for each component. The “Gamma pruning” and the “Basic hopping” components are implemented as described in [13].

In the proposed implementation, Q-learning [24] is used as the underlying off-policy RL algorithm, in order to guarantee the convergence (as explained in [13]).

IV. Evaluation of Probability Redistribution

This section presents the results from experimental evaluation of the proposed probability redistribution method on a robot maze RL problem. The goal of the experiment is to use probability redistribution to achieve more efficient learning by doing more purposeful exploration during the training.

The robot maze RL problem

The task is for the robot to find the shortest path from the start to the goal inside the maze without hitting the walls, as shown on Fig. 4. There are four “rooms” in the maze, with narrow “doors” between them, which reduces the probability of moving from one room to another. The four rooms resemble the 4-state MDP from Fig. 1 except that this time the probability of moving from one state to another is very small on both directions. The state space is partitioned in 10000 discrete states. The robot has 4 different actions -
moving up, down, left, and right. The conventional Q-learning algorithm needs around 80000 steps of training to find the goal. Selected moments of one such training is shown on Fig. 4. Using exactly the same settings, when probability redistribution is enabled using the Time Hopping technique, only around 17000 steps are enough to find the goal. This means that probability redistribution improves the efficiency of learning almost 5 times. The mentioned results are averaged results of 10 trials. Fig. 5 shows selected moments of the training when probability redistribution is enabled.

Fig. 5. The robot maze RL problem with probability redistribution enabled. The straight lines show the hopping transitions which were done by the Time Hopping technique. These direct hopping transitions between distant states do not have to obey the physics laws of the simulation, which explains why some of them cross the walls of the maze.

In order to compare the state probability distribution with and without Time Hopping, we use the state visit frequency (number of times each state was visited per trial). Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the two corresponding experiments from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 based on the state visit frequency. The experimental results confirm the expected effect of Time Hopping, as they follow closely the theoretically predicted effect from Fig. 4. Using probability redistribution, we achieved almost uniform state probability distribution. Also, the total number of visits when probability redistribution is used is significantly smaller than without probability redistribution. This is due to the improved exploration efficiency from reducing the redundant exploration, which also leads to reduced execution time.

V. Conclusion

A method for using the Time Hopping technique as a tool for probability redistribution is proposed. Applied to Reinforcement Learning in a simulation, it is able to re-shape the state probability distribution of the underlying MDP as desired. This is achieved by modifying the target selection strategy of Time Hopping appropriately.

The conducted experiments with a robot maze RL problem show that probability redistribution allows for more efficient learning by doing more purposeful exploration during the training. This is a very important advantage of the proposed approach, especially when the simulation involved is computationally expensive. In this case, probability redistribution using Time Hopping can save computational time by reducing the number of simulation steps in favor of Time Hopping steps and redirecting the exploration where it is most needed.

It is important to note that the proposed method does not directly change the transitions probabilities of the underlying MDP. Instead, the Time Hopping technique creates virtual “shortcuts in time”, thus making direct hops between distant states of the MDP. These hops are not part of the original MDP and they do not follow the physics laws of the simulation involved. These hopping transitions are the key to achieving state probability redistribution. They redirect the exploration to parts of the state space where further exploration is most desired.

The fact that the original MDP transitions probabilities are preserved intact means that the proposed method is transparent for the MDP and the simulation implementations. Therefore, it could be integrated seamlessly into other simulation-based RL problem solvers which also use MDP to model the state transitions.
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